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ABSTRACT
This article studies the production of a power grid across six Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) countries, known as ‘the backbone,’
which has been conceptualized as an answer to power outages. First
it analyzes how experts working with and around the GCC Intercon-
nection Authority (GCCIA) advance claims to a regional territorial
imagination. Second, it shows that the construction of the grid not
only indicates a shift in the material arrangement of wires and sub-
stations, but also necessitates new understandings of transparency
and a new formula for the electricity price, facilitating the cutting of
government subsidies along with additional price increases. Third, it
interrogates howelectricity is consumed in the region. Policy-makers
expected that electricity price increases would lead to lower rates of
consumption. Yet after price hikes were instituted, analysts reported
how they had no impact. Users behaved in ways that the grid’s engi-
neers did not anticipate. Overall the article shows how various actors
conduct ‘boundary work,’ that is, how they set limits between the
political, the financial and the technical while producing the back-
bone. The article explores how this boundary work helps stabilize
a particular sociotechnical imaginary of energy security in the GCC,
masking anxieties associated with a future beyond oil.
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Energy security in the Gulf

In June 2010, a Saudi man walked barefoot on an electric wire, drawing attention to the
power cuts affecting the southwest of the country.1 By climbing up a pole and straddling
thewires, he foregrounded that they did not transmit electricity, and that it would take time
for utilities to be restored. ‘The residents are fed upwith the repeated power cuts that have
been causing moral distress and material losses,’ he responded when asked by reporters.
This solitary act was reminiscent of a September 2008 protest, when hundreds of citizens
gathered outside the state-owned electricity company in the northern town of Qubba to
demandaction to end frequent power cuts.2 Theoutagesmostly tookplaceduring summer
afternoons, when demand peaked due to air conditioning use. In an August 2014 op-ed for
the English languageUAEnewspaper TheNational, an energy expertwonderedwhatwould
happen in the case of more pervasive outages:
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During last winter’s rain, I suffered a power cut. That meant evenings by candlelight, atmo-
spheric at first but tedious after awhile, and no Internet or tapwater (the pumpwouldn’t work).
Fortunately, the weather was cool and air conditioning unnecessary. This made me reflect on
a more serious scenario – a major interruption to electricity and water supplies across the
country. (Figure 1)3

One of the world’s richest regions in oil and gas reserves, the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) countries – namely Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain
and Oman – have been confronting relatively short power outages, particularly on the
Gulf coast.4 As The National op-ed points out, the outages have mostly been limited to
the moments when demand peaks, such as summer afternoons. By comparison to other
places in the world, these outages are perhaps trivial. For instance, residents of Lebanon
have reported experiencing up to 20 hours of power cuts every day.5 Yet the outages have
been significant in demonstrating that the GCC might be vulnerable in terms of its power
capacity, and therefore in its ability to provide services to citizens. The sustenance of Gulf
monarchies has relied on an implicit social contract between ruling families and their citi-
zens, wherein the state remains a distributor of wealth, a position enabled by oil revenues.6

In this context, citizenshaveperceived subsidized fuel, electricity andwater prices as a right.
To residents of Gulf countries, power outages have shown that electricity infrastructures
are unstable, leading them tomake demands on state actors. The outages have also mobi-
lized government representatives in six Gulf countries to contemplate regional solutions to
this shared problem. In responding to outages, and in planning for future energy security,
decision-makers in Gulf countries took unprecedented steps, investing in the production

Figure 1. Saudi man walks on electric wire. Gulf news.
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of a regional electric transmission network, while starting to deregulate their power mar-
kets to enable exchange across the peninsula. These transformations constitutewhat some
have called an austerity program, where the GCC states try to carve out new forms of rev-
enue to compensate for decreasing oil prices.7 The production of a regional grid and the
eventual marketization of electricity allow GCC states to export electricity while doing the
groundwork for the removal of energy subsidies.

This article examines one of theways inwhich energy security is defined andpracticed in
theGCC, and studies theproductionof an integratedpowergrid across six countries, known
as ‘the backbone.’ The interconnected GCC grid has been conceptualized as an answer to
power outages in theGulf. The idea for the projectwas conceived in 1986 by aGCC commit-
tee in cooperationwith theKuwait Research Institute andKingFahdUniversity of Petroleum
and Minerals. In 1990, the GCC committee collaborated with Gulf Investment Bank and
Canadian based SNC-Lavalin to assess the financial viability of the project. These efforts
resulted in the establishment of a transmission network operator, the Dammam-based
organization Gulf Cooperation Council Countries Interconnection Authority (GCCIA). Yet
the construction of the grid only started in 2001. The GCC states approved full-scale devel-
opment in 2004, awarding seventeen tenders to international corporations. Commercial
operations began in 2009 under the supervision of GCCIA.8 Altogether, the backbone con-
sists of 3300kilometers of overhead lines, seven400 kV substations, and37 kmof submarine
cables (between Saudi Arabia and Bahrain). It facilitates exchange among the six GCC coun-
tries: Saudi Arabia and Kuwait are each able to export or import up to 1200MW from the
grid, while the UAE, Qatar and Bahrain are able to trade 900MW, 750MW and 600MW
respectively. Oman has the lowest interconnection capacity, only exchanging 400MWwith
the rest of the grid. In total, the project cost about $2.1 billion dollars, an amount that has
been sharedby the six nations,with SaudiArabia andKuwait takingonmore than two thirds
of the sum.9

In an article published in 2006, Daniel Yergin, energy scholar known for The Prize, sug-
gests that the usual definition of energy security is simply ‘the availability of sufficient
supplies at affordable prices.’10 Yet the term stretches back into the nineteenth century,
and emerged in relation to mechanized warfare’s dependence on coal.11 Currently, the
term ‘energy security’ embraces a number of different – and often contradictory – ele-
ments (Metcalf 2013). For instance, Mazen Labban argues that the emphasis on homeland
security and terrorist threats in the US ‘undermines energy security understood in its
traditional sense as reliable oil supplies at reasonable and stable prices.’12 The varying
meaningsof energy security at timesprevent theproductionof rigorouspolicy instruments.
In engaging with this multiplicity of meanings, Abraham S. D. Tidwell and Jessica M. Smith
note how energy security ‘is best understood as a sociotechnical imaginary, a collective
vision for a ‘good society’ realized through technoscientific-oriented policies.’13 For Tid-
well and Smith ‘energy security orients policy action by enrolling a well-ordered ‘moral’
resource-efficient societywithin the overarching paradigmof unfettered economic growth
as supplied through the state-aided advancement of energy technoscience.’14 They refute
an ontological analysis, and instead contextualize energy security within particular sets of
social relations.

In contemporary GCC, energy security is linked to practices and discourses around the
marketization of electricity – bringing together previously unrelated elements to form an
interconnected regional electricity infrastructure, which then allows for the pooling and
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exchange of resources across the peninsula, eventually enabling the uninterrupted use of
air conditioning at minimal expense.15 Similar to water policies, electricity policies favor
supply-based reforms rather than demand-based ones, aiming to increase electricity pro-
duction rather than promoting a decrease in consumption.16 Generatingmore electricity in
a context where about seventy percent of electricity is consumed by chilling technologies,
decision-makers ensure the availability of infinite air conditioning to consumers without
necessarily making amendments to how residents of Gulf countries cool their air.

Recent scholarship investigates the particularities of electricity infrastructures, analyzing
how they impact social life indiversegeographies, suchas theUS,Mongolia andTanzania.17

In these accounts, authors note howelectrical energy looks and feels the same regardless of
where it is generated. Yet itmust beused as soon as it is generated – the supply of electricity
in a network should match demand at a given time. While other commodities use existing
infrastructures like roads or ports for their transport, electricity needs its own unique net-
work, which makes its movement costly. Grid operators and utility companies work with
power plants in balancing supply and demand.

In creating greater energy security for the region, GCCIA seeks to establish and operate a
market for commercial tradingof electricity. Currently, theorganizationuses thegridmainly
to bridge shortages in power. Its representatives explain how the backbone has protected
the Gulf states from major interruptions in the period between 2009 and 2017, indicating
that the grid achieved its first goal of emergency energy provision. To them, thismeans that
the grid is ready for the next stage, activating energy trade among GCC countries. As Laura
El-Katiri suggests in an Oxford Institute for Energy Studies report, ‘The interconnection of
the GCC countries national power grids is intended to become the backbone for systemic
regional electricity market cooperation that will enable the sharing of reserve and gener-
ation capacity for the GCC countries.’18 There are plans for developing the grid beyond
the GCC. For instance, conversations have been underway between GCCIA and Turkish
electricity authorities.19

However, marketization, the very mechanism policy-makers seek to use for stabilizing
their electricity supply, creates incentives for the Gulf states to cancel subsidies, putting
a higher price on electricity and risking a form of instability borne out of high price tags.
Policy-makers shift the issue of electricity supply from a technical question to a financial
question, displacing the problem. In this new market, residents of the Gulf may have trou-
ble accessingpower, notbecauseof technical setbacks, butbecause theymaynotbeable to
pay. In this context, access to power is not only mediated by the physical infrastructures of
the electricity grid but also dependent on the social and political infrastructures that consti-
tute electricity price. The marketization of electricity creates and exposes new inequalities
among inhabitants of Gulf countries.

Studying the distribution, governance and consumption of electricity provideswindows
into understanding one of the ways in which energy security is defined and experienced in
the GCC today. It shows how various actors conduct boundary work, creating limits among
the technical, financial andpolitical aspects of theproject at different points of discussingor
building it.20 For instance, sociologist of science Thomas Gieryn defines boundary work as
an ‘attribution of selected characteristics to the institution of science (i.e. to its practitioners,
methods, stock of knowledge, values and work organization) for purposes of construct-
ing a social boundary that distinguishes some intellectual activities as ‘non-science.’’21 In
the context of the backbone, the boundary work is not about delineating limits between
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science versus non-science per se, but rather about creating the conditions for the separa-
tion and exclusion of the political, the financial and the technical. This separation,mobilized
by actors at GCCIA, also helps stabilize a particular imaginary of energy security in the Ara-
bian Peninsula. Through their boundary work, GCCIA representatives effaced the anxieties
associated with low oil revenues and the possible political transformations that low oil
revenues could generate in the region. For them, both privatization and securitization of
energy promoted what one of my interlocutors called ‘political neutrality,’ allowed GCC
states to be beholden to one another, and made concrete their decades-long political
alliances.

This article has three aims. First it seeks to analyze the construction of the regional grid in
the Arabian Peninsula, foregrounding how technics and politics come together in finalizing
the project, despite some actors’ refusal to recognize this co-production (Jasanoff 2004).
It underlines how the grid advances claims to a regional territorial imagination, already
present in GCC charters. Second, the article attempts to show that the construction of the
grid not only indicates a shift in the material arrangement of cables and substations, but
also necessitates new understandings of transparency and a new formula for the electricity
price, and facilitates the cuttingof government subsidies. Given this coevolution, I attend to
theproductionof thegrid and theproductionofmarkets concurrently. Third, it interrogates
how electricity is consumed in the region. Experts writing about the Gulf expected that an
increase in electricity price would lead to lower rates of consumption. Yet soon after price
hikes were instituted in some GCC countries, analysts observed that they had no impact.
Air-conditioners, the largest consumers of electricity, continued running at the same rate.

The backbone

The experts atGCCIA call their regional grid ‘thebackbone.’ In an interview, Ziyad, a strategy
professional who holds a degree in economics from a Canadian university and who has
been working with GCCIA since 2003, explained to me that this name describes how all
GCC countries establish a connection to one central electric spine, rather than becoming
part of a mesh and entering the grid by relying on each other’s material infrastructures.22

Ziyad said,

Whatwemeanby thebackbone is that all six countries are connected to one [central] link. It has
a different topology. See, it’s different from say Europe or Central America, where one country
is linked to the other country. Ours is not like that.

By relying on a shared backbone, GCC countries demonstrate that they are financially
committed to each other, protecting each other’s interests while making commodities
such as electricity available for a shared market platform. They show how the production,
export and consumption of energy hold them together. The production of this integrated
power grid across six GCC countries emerges as a site for the articulation of novel forms of
cooperation.

While the GCC countries are not the same in terms of political, social, and geographic
make-up, they have been characterized by their dependence on fossil fuel production and
export. In various charters, they have called for stronger links among member states, set-
ting common goals for the future. For instance, an article in the updated 2001 economic
agreement suggests that the six member states will
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adopt integrational policies for the establishment of the infrastructure projects such as sea-
ports, airports, desalinationplants, electric power stations, and roads. Thesepolicies should aim
to facilitate trade exchange betweenmember states, realize common economic development,
and interlink their economic activities.23

Such infrastructure projects create opportunities for investing fossil fuel revenues domes-
tically inside the GCC. Yet given the growing size of the projects, the GCC governments
have been obligated to pool their resources to finish these projects. A recent Rand Corpo-
ration report on GCC’s territorial cohesion points out that regional infrastructure projects
will intensify integration, and list completed or ongoing developments:

GCC states have allocated tens of billions of dollars in regional transport and industrial infras-
tructure, including the development of a GCC power grid uniting the power transmission and
distribution systems of the region. A GCC Railway Network and new interstate highways, which
are currently under construction and anticipated to cost nearly $100 billion from 2011 through
2020, could link all six GCC member states for the first time. GCC–wide efforts to develop
infrastructure to reduce the risk of food insecurity are also underway.

The report also warns decision-makers in GCC countries as to the riskiness of these ven-
tures: ‘However, the sheer scope of these regional infrastructure projects pose questions
as to their feasibility, and failed infrastructure projects risk becoming symbols of misman-
agement and waste.’24 In order to evade such symbols, GCC countries must keep their
collaborations intact.

The backbone serves as amaterial realization of these considerations, andhelps advance
aparticular territorial imaginary. Scholarship on theproduction ofmaritime tradenetworks,
underwater cables or the Panama Canal demonstrates how transnational infrastructures
emerge through deliberate negotiations of technology, politics and geography, and illus-
trates how they might produce new territorial imaginations.25 For instance, in his book
Another Reason, Gyan Prakash analyzes howBritish colonial forces in India establishedmod-
ern infrastructures, and posits that such infrastructures not only helped create a unified
territory, but also linked India to the global capitalist economy.26 In the context of the
GCC as well, the construction of infrastructure not only assists with deepening territorial
cohesion and regional integration, but also enables the expansion of markets.

Yet the backbone is primarily a way of sharing resources to satisfy GCC’s growing elec-
tricity needs. Since its founding in 1981, GCC’s electricity consumption has increased nearly
tenfold, mainly due to rapid population, commercial and industrial growth. Between 2003
and 2013 electricity consumption growth rates were higher in the GCC than anywhere else
around the world.27 Saudi Arabia accounts for about half of GCC’s consumption. UAE and
Kuwait follow Saudi Arabia. Oman, Bahrain and Qatar consume less than their neighbors.28

Institutionally speaking, the backbone is managed by a board of twelve delegates,
with two members representing each country. Although each GCC country has different
stakes in the project, every member carries the same institutional weight.29 The chairman-
ship of this board rotates alphabetically every three years. Yet the planning committee
and the operations committee, which consist of what Ziyad called ‘parties of the power
trade,’ members of utility companies that have direct affiliations with the GCCIA, carry
out most of the decision-making, and forward all recommendations to the board of direc-
tors. The Saudi Electricity Company (SEC) represents Saudi Arabia. The Abu Dhabi Water
and Electricity Corporation (ADWEA) and its subsidiary the Abu Dhabi Transmission and
Despatch Company (TRANSCO) represent theUAE. Its Electricity andWater Authority (EWA)
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represents Bahrain. Qatar General Electricity and Water Corporation (KAHRAMAA) repre-
sents Qatar. Their ministries of energy represent Kuwait and Oman. In addition to these
three bodies, GCCIA runs the Advisory and Regulatory Committee, a temporary regula-
tor consisting of members of regulators from countries that have regulators.30 GCCIA
planned to rely on this temporary regulator until a formal, permanent regulatory body was
established.

Inhabitants of the Gulf have not always been willing to share electricity. For example,
when British authorities attempted to produce a unified electrical grid in the Trucial States
in the early to mid-1960s, Dubai and Sharjah each wanted their own. In private communi-
cations in March 1966, British colonial officers wondered why the residents of Sharjah did
not wish to receive electricity from a plant located in Dubai:

Itwouldbe interesting to know if theprejudice is conditioned solely bymotives of local prestige
and by genuine Ghafiri-Hinawi rivalry, jealousy of Dubai’s obvious but quite logical economic
expansion, or whether those concerned really feel that they might be at the mercy of Dubai in
the sense that the latter could cut off the supply or up the charges as a matter of whim.31

The officer contemplated whether the historical rivalries that existed between these two
major tribes manifested themselves in infrastructural ways. But regional integration now
has benefits beyond eliminating power outages. In the context of Abu Dhabi, for instance,
such integration may allow the Emirate to sell electricity produced in the Barakah nuclear
power plant to its neighbors, generating a new revenue stream.32 Some forecasts indi-
cate that Abu Dhabi’s Korean-built nuclear power plants may satisfy 24% of the GCC’s
electricity needs by 2040, utilizing the grid to sell this electricity to Kuwait, Qatar and
Bahrain.33 Tribal differences, such as the Ghafiri-Hinawi rivalry that the British officers sus-
pected, seem to matter less as the grid becomes a profitable market for participating
actors, allowing Gulf capital to move across borders effortlessly. At the same time, shared
infrastructures becomemechanisms for physically and politically binding these actors, and
avoiding violent conflicts (Figure 2).

The backbone was built in three stages. The first phase of the project concentrated on
what is known as the North Grid, connecting Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Qatar, and
started operating in early 2009. At a cost of $1.1 billion, this phase was the most expen-
sive and the most complicated. Consisting of 900 kilometers of cables, the first segment of
the project enabled a 400 kV AC interconnection among Bahrain, Kuwait and Qatar, three
countries that share the common 50Hz electric frequency.

Yet the GCC countries had to be inventive in connecting the seemingly incompatible
Saudi grid to the rest of the region. Because American engineers built Saudi Arabia’s elec-
tricity infrastructures in the early 1930s, the country uses 60Hz electric frequency, and is
different from the rest of the Middle East and Europe, which rely on the 50Hz standard.34

In ensuring Saudi Arabia’s connection to the region, GCCIA had to construct the world’s
largest HVDC converter station, which permits sharing 1800MWof electricity between net-
works that do not share a frequency. Located in Al Fadhili, an area known for its sand storms
and high temperatures, approximately 100 km northwest of Dammam, the converter was
built to remain in standby mode, awaiting a possible emergency, and only transmitting
power between the two systems if one system suffers from a major loss. Despite prob-
lems with cooling the plant in a scorching environment, GCCIA believed that this location
was efficient because of its proximity to Bahrain, minimizing the costs of laying submarine
cables.35 The converter also had a secondary function: It would not only allow electricity
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Figure 2. Conceptual diagram of the backbone. GCCIA website.

flows between Saudi Arabia and the rest of the GCC, but would also act as a buffer. In
explaining the converter’s significance, a Saudi electrical engineer toldme how the famous
New York blackout of 2003 could have been avoided if there had been such a converter in
the grid – the converter would have confined the blackout to the zonewhere the infamous
tree fell and caused an outage, precluding its expansion.

InAugust 2010, theUAEnewspaper TheNational reported that Saudi Arabiawould trans-
form theoperations of its grid in its entirety, switching from its current 127 volts to 230 volts,
and bringing it in line with the rest of the GCC. The switch was expected to take about
25 years.36 In an email exchange with Ziyad from GCCIA, I suggested that their organi-
zation seems to be performing the role of a corrective agent, and uniting Arab countries
whose infrastructures were separated due to historical contingencies. Ziyad wrote back
immediately.

Well in a ‘technical’ way yes, but not political !! [sic] Nevertheless, we are keen on expanding
the role of the GCC Grid by connecting to other neighboring power pools (i.e.) Turkey, Entso-e
(Europe) and the eastern Arab countries (Mashreq), and Yemen.

By underlining that they were not political actors, he indicated that these countries had
always been allies, and wished to stay away from debates on governmental policies. As an
employee of GCCIA, Ziyad did not conceptualize himself to be doing political work.

The second and third phases of the backbone were more straightforward. The second
phase concentrated on what is known as the south grid, and consisted of strengthening
and linking the electric systems of the UAE and Oman. GCCIA was not directly involved in
the completion of this phase. Instead, the national power companies of the UAE and Oman
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Figure 3. Approximate route and layout of the backbone. GCCIA website.

handled the project. The third and final phase of the backbone, which was completed in
July 2011, aimed at connecting the northern and southern grids through a corridor from
Salwa (Saudi Arabia) to Silaa (UAE) then to Shuwaihat (UAE). Overall, the second and third
phases of the project cost about $437 million, and for the first time, enabled electricity
exchange across the GCC. In December 2014, The National reported that electricity gen-
eration capacity across the grid was 50GW for a population of almost 50 million people in
six GCC countries (Figures 3 and 4).37

Scholars analyzing the establishment of the GCC as a political body have argued that its
formation in 1981 was mainly security driven, despite such concerns being largely absent
from the initial charters. However, Adam Hanieh demonstrates how the establishment of
this international body helped expand what he calls ‘khaliji-capital,’ in other words Gulf
capital, across national borders by refuting the dominant approach that security concerns
(mainly the attempt to protect Gulfmonarchies from internal and external threats posed by
the growth of leftwing and Arab nationalist movements as well as events like the Iran-Iraq
war and the Iranian revolution) were the primary impetus behind the formation of GCC.38

He specifies the role of power generation in market formation and expansion, enumerat-
ing the energy privatization projects that have taken place across the region since 1998.
According to him, these projects are expected to cost more than US$100 billion, making
GCC one of the most important power markets in the world.

Yet in thinking about power generation and the future of the region, policy-makers in
the Gulf do not see securitization andmarket formation as two separate endeavors. Rather
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Figure 4. Three phases of construction. Alstom Brochure, revised by the author.

security concerns and market expansion appear to be the two sides of the same coin. For
instance, Ziyad, the strategy expert from the GCCIA, described in an interview how the
production of a grid and a common electricity market generates what he called ‘politi-
cal neutrality’ for the countries that form the GCC, where they cannot engage in military
acts against each other and where they enhance securitization against other possible vio-
lent attacks on their infrastructures, mainly by creating a common network and a common
market. Ziyad explained,

This grid politically signifies the true solidarity and union and cooperation between these six
member states. It’s the first of its kind really. And it’s quite impressive to see that they’ve actu-
ally succeeded in forming a grid that proves that they are one. They are now very very eager
on looking at other similar projects, such as a water grid, or railway transportation and inter-
connection as well. They’re all looking into that, and it’s possible that they’ll form something
similar.

He continued,

The outcome advantage of a power grid that linksmember states helps prevent political differ-
ences between them that could lead to, God forbid,wars. If I get into awarwith a neighbor then
I’m going to lose a lot because we are gaining a lot from this power grid. It acts as a neutralizer
of any political differences between member states . . . Let’s hope that we have a power grid
that will link all nation states of the world, because that would contribute towards removing
any intentions for any differences between members that could lead to wars, God forbid.
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In establishing the regional electricity grid GCC countries not only produced material evi-
dence for their political alliance, but they also generated a shield that protects them from
one another and frompossible attacks by outsiders. Ziyad hoped to universalize thismodel,
and imaginedaglobal grid thatwould spread this political neutrality to the rest of theworld.
In the meantime, the attempt at building an electricity market facilitated an extension of
khaliji-capital, possibly increasing revenues from electricity generation.

Relations between GCC countries are not always seamless, however. Most notably, in
June of 2017, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Bahrain, three members of the
GCC, severed diplomatic ties with Qatar, arguing that Qatar backed Islamist groups like the
Muslim Brotherhood and ISIS. Many commentators wrote that this crisis was the result of
a longstanding rivalry between Saudi Arabia and Qatar.39 Soon after the diplomatic crisis
erupted, I contacted Ziyad to ask him how the GCCIA understands the recent controver-
sies in the GCC, and how it responds to them. He wrote back immediately: ‘It is a very
sensitive subject which I prefer not to talk about. Here at GCCIA we do get questions of
such, but we immediately refuse to respond due to its political nature.’ Ziyad labeled the
crisis ‘political,’ and did not explain how it would impact the technical operations of the
backbone.40

Tariq, a Saudi electrical engineer who has published articles on the technical develop-
ment of the regional grid, but who nevertheless has very little impact on decision-making
about electrical infrastructures, explained to me what politics means in this context by giv-
ing another example. Saudi Arabia was interested in combining its grid with Egypt, he
suggested, especially because this interconnection of infrastructures and markets would
have been financially rewarding. ‘Egypt has its peak hours during the night, they usually
have a lot of lighting, lots of tourism during the night, whereas in Saudi Arabia the peak
hour is in the late afternoon,’ Tariq described,

It was going to be a hugely successful collaboration between the electric utilities in the two
countries. But after Dr. Morsi, Mohammed Morsi, came to power in 2012, our government in
Saudi Arabia decided to shut the project down. They expected that Egypt would have desta-
bilization in its political power . . . I know that my government, they do not like the Muslim
Brotherhood party in Egypt, so even before any problems or executive orders took place, they
shut down the project for good.

The rise ofMuslim Brotherhood pushed the Saudi authorities and the remaining GCC coun-
tries to reconsider their engagement with Egypt, and created incentives to work with the
Turkish electrical authorities instead. It seemed like themuch sought after ‘political neutral-
ity’ would be easier to achieve in cooperatingwith Turkish power companies. A connection
to the Turkish power grid would act as a bridge, allowing GCC countries to sell electricity in
Europe. Ziyad, the representative from GCCIA, added that one eventual goal of the project
was to export electricity to Syria and Iraq, untappedmarkets that will need electricity when
the war ends and post-conflict reconstruction starts.

Once the situation in the Middle East settles down, specifically in Syria and Iraq . . . with those
countries coming out of turmoil, it would be quite obvious that they will be verymuch hungry,
power hungry in order to be able to rebuild their countries and economies again. GCC and
Turkey can both play a role in selling power to those countries,

Ziyad concluded, anticipating another layer ofmarket expansion.41 After theMuslim Broth-
erhood was deposed in 2013, a connection to the Egyptian grid became viable again,
evidencing how technics and politics could never be divorced.42
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Initially Ziyad did not want to speak of politics in the making of the backbone, doing
boundary work to bracket off what he called the political, and only referring to ‘political
neutrality.’ But after the diplomatic crisis with Qatar, he labeled the issue political, and
did not want to discuss how it impacts their day-to-day operations. Tariq was able to talk
about what politics might mean more freely, perhaps as a result of his distance from the
project and his lack of institutional involvement with GCCIA. He emphasized that themate-
rial expansion of the project necessitated certain political relations. The boundaries of the
grid were dynamic, changing based on the regional political alliances. Nevertheless, they
impacted how the experts working on the project conceptualized its costs and benefits,
leading them to rethink the possible impact of electricity distribution.

Producing an electricity market in the GCC

Originally intended to secure power for the Gulf countries while creating a common elec-
tricity market, the backbone eventually instigated other calls for transformation in the
GCC.43 Thepossiblemarketizationof electricity required theproductionof not onlyphysical
infrastructure consisting of cables, wires and substations, but also a newmeans of informa-
tion exchange and a new price formula, while leaving out subsidies, long understood to be
critical in the region.

Currently, electricity markets in individual GCC countries are not unbundled, meaning
services such as power generation, transmission and distribution are not marketed and
charged for separately. In early 2017, Tariq, the Saudi electrical engineer who shared his
expertise on the grid with me, described the transformation in Saudi Arabia by saying that
they ‘are witnessing right now the biggest deregulation maybe in the whole world, after
the late 1990swhen theUS deregulated its public utilities.’ The government of Saudi Arabia
made the necessary changes to its legal context to allow for unbundling, and introduced
the Electricity Law in 2005. Although the Saudi Electricity Company (SEC) currently holds
all power companies, the process of unbundling is evolving.44 For Tariq, it was important
to analyze the contemporary formation of electricity markets. He had authored a report for
SEC, and was watching them adopt some of the measures that he outlined there.

Aramco has been supplying oil to SEC, and now the government has decided that Aramco can
supply oil to them at the international price. They used to supply SEC at $6-5 a barrel, they’re
going to need to supply them now at $30 or $35 a barrel . . . Honestly, [the electricity price] is
going to be very high . . . we are talking here about maybe a 300 percent increase, 200–300
percent,

he concluded. A pioneer in the region in regards to power sector liberalization, Abu Dhabi
has adopted significant structural and legal changes since 1998, and privatized majority of
its power generation.45 As opposed to Abu Dhabi, Dubai still retains a high level of vertical
integration.

Making electricity markets is a process of bringing together previously unrelated mate-
rials, which enables the conception, production and circulation of power. In studying the
construction of markets, the generators, converters and the air conditioners that make up
the physical infrastructure of grid and the regional coalitions, electricity prices, and diplo-
matic crises should be analyzed by taking their interlaced natures into account. As Jane
Bennett suggests,
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the electrical grid is better understood as a volatile mix of coal, sweat, electromagnetic fields,
computer programs, electron streams, profit motives, heat, lifestyles, nuclear fuel, plastic, fan-
tasies of mastery, static, legislation, water, economic theory, wire and wood – to name just a
few of the actants.46

In this process, while certain elements are drawn in, others are cut out, demarcating the
boundaries of exchange.

In addition to the infrastructures I described above, the GCC electricity market fostered
a call for transparency, whose absence has long been cited as one of the main reasons
for low trading activity in the GCC.47 In studying another transnational energy infrastruc-
ture – the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline – Andrew Barry concentrates on the production of
transparency, analyzes the documents that were published with the intention of making
the pipeline a matter of public concern, and shows that transparency was also a means of
prioritizing certain types of information over others.48 In the context of the regional grid
and electricity market, however, this question was reversed, as the commentators writ-
ing about the grid searched for means of making information available. GCCIA provided
documents on its website in Arabic and English, but these documents only described the
basic features of the project. If the GCC countries wished to reap the benefits of a shared
market, white papers advised, theywould have to change how they did business.49 Consul-
tants to the project understood electricity professionals not only as builders and regulators
but also conveyors of information, and expected them to perform a function similar to
what Özden-Schilling in the context of post-deregulation American electricitymarkets calls
‘databasework,’ defined in her case as ‘generating, cleaning, and collating data,’ eventually
making their work publicly legible.50 Analysts saw transparency as a significant element of
marketization.

The second call was about pricing. Prices are not stand-alone economic figures that mir-
ror objective supply and demand relations.51 Rather, they reflect the preferences of the
actors constructing the price and influence the behavior patterns of those who are con-
suming the commodities at hand. In other words, price is a composite, and as Jane Guyer
emphasizes, consumers are often told how ‘all prices are fictions – literally the results of nar-
ratives of creation, addition, and subtraction.’52 Transformations in material infrastructure
specifically impact the making of prices, sometimes in unexpected ways.53

After the production of the backbone, regulators collaborating with GCCIA had to pro-
duce a formula for the electricity price, which would protect the interests of GCC countries,
while ensuring the creation and efficiency of a regional market. Keep in mind that electric-
ity has mostly been provided at highly subsidized rates or for free to consumers in GCC
countries. As the Oxford Institute for Energy Studies suggested, the new pricing model for

scheduled capacity transfers of electricity [wouldbe] basedon a formula that includes a fixedor
variable percentage of total volumes traded, as a wheeling charge payable to the transmission
system operator (the GCCIA) plus a variable indexed shadow fuel price reflecting the actual
generation costs in each country, rather than the price charged to the domestic electricity
customers in that country.54

By taking into account actual generation costs in each country, as opposed to the tariffs
charged to domestic consumers, the new price would help create an effective market for
regional trade among GCC members. But while doing so, it would challenge the energy
subsidies that the GCC governments have granted their citizens, and have significant social
implications for the countries involved.
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GCC member states have long subsidized their utility sectors, making below interna-
tional market prices available for residential and commercial consumers as well as power
generators.55 Yet a regional market would challenge this arrangement. First, the export
of electricity priced at levels based on subsidized fuel price would pull prices down dras-
tically and prove uneconomic. Second, if they used the lower price that they used for
domestic consumption, the GCC countries would end up exchanging subsidies with each
other and make welfare available for each other’s citizens. This condition would be even
more undesirable if the grid were to grow, including Turkey and Europe within its scope.
Due to these reasons, the price for regionally exported electricity had to be based on the
actual costs incurred by exporting countries, including the opportunity cost of not hav-
ing exported the fuel used for power generation to international markets.56 In the case
of agreements on long-term supplies of electricity, the pricing formula would also include
an additional capacity charge paid to the exporting country or utility for the medium to
long-term provision of additional capacity.57

Theproductionof anewprice formulawouldhaveeffectsbeyond theelectrical transmis-
sion network, transforming the terms through which GCC countries constructed economic
relations with their citizens and their non-citizen residents. The electricity price would call
into question GCC citizens’ perception that subsidized cheap fuel, electricity and water
prices is a right. It would reorganize the social contract that theGCCgovernments appeared
to have with their constituents, facilitate conversations on the elasticity of electricity con-
sumption, and generate new challenges for policy-makers. The formulawould act upon the
transmission network, and embed economic action in social life in a radically different way.

The subsidies conundrum

Given their shared dependence on fossil fuel production, export and consumption, theGCC
economies are sensitive to transformations in oil markets, and the governments have been
making plans to decouple economic welfare from oil prices.58 This dependence is most
starkly evidenced by a search for alternative revenues, especially during periods when oil
prices are low. An important transformation occurred in 2015, when the GCC countries
eliminated energy subsidies, sums of money granted by the governments to ensure that
energy prices remain low, and began to implement electricity and water pricing reforms.
Frank Kane, writing for the UAE newspaper TheNational, reported how ‘the UAEwill extend
its economic diversification strategy by removing further subsidies on energy.’59 Suhail Al
Mazrouei, the UAE’s Energy Minister, spoke to an audience at the World Economic Forum
in Davos, explaining that they ‘need to think about major reforms to make the budget less
dependent on the oil price, and to build an economy that is vibrant but also taking advan-
tageof the lower oil prices.’ TheGCC countries sought alternative sources of revenue,which
would especially help during periods of low fossil fuel prices. They began curbing public
spending, initiating what some have called an austerity program,60 while simultaneously
supplementing diminishing oil revenues by exploring previously unexplored sources of
income, and looking into privatizing certain key infrastructures.61

The GCC countries have accordingly implemented energy pricing reforms, promoting
price increases, and in some cases, affecting a wide range of fuels.62 In August 2015, the
UAE fully liberalized its gasoline and diesel prices, introducing a pricing mechanism where
domestic prices are set on a monthly basis and remain directly linked to international
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prices.63 Soonafter thismove, in January 2016, AbuDhabi announcedelectricitywould cost
31.8 fils (USD0.09)/kWh for expatriates living in villas and using more than 200 kWh/day.64

In this context of disappearing subsidies, Kuwait set itself apart by retaining its original
strategies. In January 2015, when the Kuwaiti government increased diesel, kerosene, and
aviation fuel prices, political opposition forced thegovernment to reinstate theoldprices.65

In April 2016, when the Saudi state unleashed its first round of electricity price increases,
some citizens used social media to express their discontent. The government responded
by firing the Minister of Electricity and Water, but did not change its policies on subsidy
reform, arguing that they needed to restructure the economy by generating new revenue
streams.66 Saudi Arabia announced it would institute new price increases in 2017, cutting
not only its energy andwater subsidies, but alsopossibly eliminating the subsidies for bread
and tripling its price.

While price increases would ensure that the domestic energy charges remained among
the cheapest in the Middle East, cutting subsidies and putting a higher price on elec-
tricity and water would nevertheless induce a fundamental shift in the GCC countries’
relationships to their citizens.67 As theKuwait casedemonstrated, theproductionof a larger
electrical grid, and the followingprice increases could trigger protests.Whitepapers argued
that low energy and water prices were fundamental to social contracts in the region. An
Oxford Institute of Energy Studies report on subsidies wrote, ‘Low energy prices have been
a central element of the implicit social contract between the rulers and the citizens, and are
seen bymany as one of themethods of rent distribution.’68 A ChathamHouse report linked
the question of electricity to issues of access and poverty, making class amatter of concern:

Exclusion from access to electricity is very sensitive, whether it is the result of lack of physical
supply because the absence of grid supplies is not offset by small-scale generation, or the result
of prices that are too high for certain groups of consumers.69

A more recent Chatham House report noted how

Alongwith the fiscal constraints created by lower oil prices, [a] cyclical downturn in opposition
activism has given the Saudi authorities a window of opportunity to push through unpopular
economic policies. Since 2014 the government has imposed a number of austerity measures
that have been dramatic by Saudi standards, including hikes to water prices.70

These analysts wondered if a price hike would lead to social and political instability in the
region, and questioned what a new social contract may look like.

During a telephone interview in early 2017, I asked Ziyad, the GCCIA employee I men-
tioned above, if he agreed with these reports and if he feared future political instability in
the region due to the elimination of subsidies. He evaded the question by saying how ‘this
was getting too political.’ For him, this discussion would sidestep a conversation that more
or less remained an exchange of facts about the historical progression of the backbone,
and enter a slippery and ambiguous zone. Yet when studying such debates, it is important
to ask why they deserve to be labeled political and how this label transforms the ways in
which the debate evolves. Electricity price ‘was getting too political’ mainly because it was
recognized as a significant andpossibly destabilizing actor. Givenhistorical andgeographic
power relations that produced the Gulf, this recognition was perhaps not so surprising.

The status of electricity price as ‘political’ underlined that the capacity of the electrical
grid as an infrastructure in particular, and the permanence of the GCC in general was not
taken for granted. The work on anthropology of infrastructure has shown how, as Nikhil
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Anand puts it, ‘citizens are formed through the historic, political, and material relations
they make’ with infrastructures, and that ‘these relations constantly have political effects
that exceed human intentionality, thought, and action.’71 In this context, various consul-
tants and policy makers worried that the austerity measures and resulting price increases
would impact themeaning of citizenship in a dramatic way, leading to a de-legitimation of
the governments in power. The new grid had perhaps eliminated the technical problems
associated with electricity provision, but a hike in electricity prices could create instabil-
ity, impacting the political and economic relations that the GCC countries had cultivated
with their citizens since their establishment. Electricity price became political because it
was a force that could potentially create volatility and disturb an existing equilibrium. By
doing boundary work, and labeling electricity price political, and therefore off limits for our
conversation, Ziyad also masked a larger anxiety about the future of the GCC monarchies
beyond oil.

In January 2018, eleven Saudi princes responded to the elimination ofwater and electric-
ity subsidies for members of the royal family by staging a protest in Riyadh, andwere put in
the maximum-security al-Hayer prison. The transformations that Mohammed bin Salman
has been spearheading, including attempts to generate new streams of revenue through
programs such as a value-added tax (VAT), have attracted attention from the media. VAT
would be applied to a range of commodities, includingwater and electricity bills. ‘There are
people with different opinions, but overall in the long run it’s a beneficial thing to reduce
subsidies,’ Ziyad said, and added that he did not wish to speak about the issue any longer
by repeating, ‘that’s getting really political.’

Taha, a Saudi PhD student in Electrical Engineering at a US university, who has published
articles about electricity in the GCC region and who does not participate in policy making
about electricity in Saudi Arabia, alerted me to the new cash transfer program that Saudi
Arabia has developed to safeguard its political stability in the absence of subsidies. Taha fol-
lowed the transformation of policies closely, as he tried to assess the possibility of a future
for himself in Saudi Arabia. He agreed that this was a politically significant issue, which
would impact individuals differently. The ‘Citizens Account Program’ which the Saudi state
would roll out as it cancels subsidyprogramswouldbeaway inwhich citizenswould remain
protected from increasing energy prices. The government would provide direct financial
support to households affected by the newmeasures. ‘In exchange for the increasing prices
in electricity rates, the government is going to provide support,’ Taha said,

if they’re a low income family, they’ll receive more help in order to cope with the difference in
prices . . . Many people have no knowledge about how electricity is produced and distributed,
it is going to be very difficult to explain to them why you are increasing prices.

Still, Taha agreed, this would produce new divisions within Saudi society. Based on 2016
estimates, Saudi population constitutes 20millionnationals and11millionnon-nationals.72

The power and water subsidies had provided cheaper resources for all residents of Saudi
Arabia, but the Citizen Account Programwould only benefit citizens, forcing immigrants to
abideby thenewprice increases. ‘I expect thatquite abig chunk [of foreigners]will leave the
country, and theyhave started todo it, but there canbeamass emigration,’ Taha concluded.

Reports have also come out on the effects of price hikes in the UAE. It is important
to note that energy economists have mainly authored these reports, as their centrality
in the conversation further evidences the shift from the technical to the financial. Soon
after the price increases were instituted, think tanks inside and outside the Gulf started
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analyzing the impact of the hikes on consumption. Some argued that electricity and water
prices were not elastic. The majority of the people in the GCC considered electricity and
water fundamental necessities, and would not lower or regulate their consumption in cor-
relation with prices. Earlier in the 2000s, Abdul Razak Al-Farisa, an economist from the UAE
University, pointed out how ‘for the income and price policies to be effective, they have to
includeanelementof shock; the changeshave tobe significant.’73 Yet a 2015 study fromthe
King Abdullah Petroleum Studies and Research Center (KAPSARC) underlined the dangers
of assuming low price elasticity for energy demand in the region. There was little empirical
evidence to analyze how different household types may respond to fluctuations in price.74

Another study by Steve Griffiths and Tim Boersma fromMasdar Institute argued that in the
short run demand would remain generally inelastic, while over the long run it would be
influenced by increases in price.75

Although decrease in volumes of consumption had not been the ostensible goal of
electricity price hikes, environmental professionals hoped for this effect.76 However, the
debates that followed the elimination of subsidies challenged the notion that economic
interests would dictate new frugal consumption patterns. For instance, discussing clean
energy in the UK, Joshua Reno argues how carbon price ‘seeks to motivate individuals
through financial incentives [rather than merely force compliance].’77 For Reno,

such policies rely on assumptions about how individuals can bemotivated to act in accordance
with policy directives. Economic interests, it is thought, can be harnessed as a political mecha-
nism to bolster green virtues; the assumption being that the actors in question possess a desire
for wealth that can be channeled into reform.78

The case of electricity and water pricing in the GCC, however, showed that these assump-
tions might not always hold, and proved how the idea that higher prices will lead to lower
consumption patterns is rooted in a particular social context. In some ways, the perceived
inelasticity of water and electricity consumption in the GCC demonstrated that consumers
make calculations based on values that may not always be directly linked to price, and
which may not be reconfigured as ‘green virtues’. In this sense, the perceived inelasticity
of the electricity price showed how consumers’ interests were not given. Rather, they were
calculated by relying on culturally anchored frames of meaning.79

Reflecting on this inelasticity, energy economists Attalla and Hunt commented that if
policy-makers wished to lower consumption they ‘would need to improve the efficiency of
appliances and increase energy using awareness of consumers, possibly by education and
marketing campaigns.’80 In this way, energy economists would attach electricity consump-
tion to a particular materiality and challenge the abstraction of electricity as an invisible
good. Another possible solution was to raise prices, as Attalla and Hunt proposed, ‘so
high that expenditure on electricity becomes such a large proportion of income that the
price elasticities increase (in absolute terms).’81 Energy economists therefore challenged
the existing formula for electricity price, and proposed an update, whichwould register the
value of a price shock – an explicit force that would shake people out of their old habits.
This meant that price would no longer be purely attached to the material features cited
above:

a fixed or variable percentage of total volumes traded, a wheeling charge payable to the
transmission system operator (the GCCIA) plus a variable indexed shadow fuel price reflect-
ing the actual generation costs in each country, rather than the price charged to the domestic
electricity customers in that country.
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Instead, itwould include anewabstraction – thepotential of a price shock.While the energy
economists thought of these moves together, conceptually the two proposals were con-
tradictory – first, they wanted to raise awareness of material conditions among users, and
second, they included a new component in the price formula, which was detached from
the material conditions of producing electricity.

Conclusion

This article intended to provide windows into one of the ways in which GCC policy-makers
conceptualize energy security, specifically by investigating theproductionof thebackbone.
In response to increasing electricity consumption in the region, decision-makers in theGCC,
such as GCCIA employees, have concentrated on satisfying demands though supply-side
policies, focusing on the construction of a regional electricity grid and market. In essence,
these innovations have shifted the question of electricity provision from technical to finan-
cial – decision-makers imagined that the new grid would enable Gulf countries to share
electricity across the region, eliminate power cuts, and facilitate a restructuringof electricity
markets. After the construction of the regional grid, in an era of low oil revenues, electricity
price emerged as an incipient matter of concern for various actors in the region, such as
energy economists and environmental consultants, making this displacement from techni-
cal to financialmore explicit. In this new configuration, questions of political stability, which
were once associated with the availability and sturdiness of physical infrastructures,82 are
made financial – triggering countries like Saudi Arabia to transfer cash directly to their
citizens.

Scholars have long paid attention to questions of the production and maintenance of
infrastructures, exploring the social relations they engender.83 Following this lineage, this
article demonstrates how the backbone reorganizes market and society relations in the
Gulf, and analyzes how the material operations of electricity technologies are entangled
with political processes. In doing so, it investigates the political rationalities that motivate
decision-makers to build a regional grid, while also pointing to how the presence of a grid
gives birth to political rationalities of its ownmaking. Yet in addition to these technopoliti-
cal relations, the production of the grid unveils imaginations regarding a future without oil
revenues in the Arabian Peninsula, indicating how life without oil revenueswould generate
new types of citizenship, calling into question existing social contracts.84 Beyond their func-
tional qualities, it is important to note that infrastructures serve as affective devices, in this
case symbolizing ruling families’ anxieties about such possible political transformations.

A commondefinition of energy security is ‘the availability of sufficient supplies at afford-
able prices.’ An analysis of the construction of the regional electricity grid and the related
attempts at creating an electricity market demonstrates how energy security in the GCC
is about the reformulation and reconstitution of a sociopolitical network with renewed
economic terms, which may eventually challenge existing social contracts.
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127–28.

42. Gulf electricity-sharing grid looks at growing to Turkey. http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/gulf-
electricity-sharing-grid-looks-at-growing-to-turkey.aspx?pageID= 238&nID= 72325&News
CatID= 348 Last accessed February 15, 2017.

43. The fiber optic cables that make up the grid can be leased to telecommunication companies,
generating additional revenues.

44. Rubino, Campi, Lenzi and Ozturk, Regulation and Investments in Energy Markets Solutions for the
Mediterranean. also see Alaqeel and Suryanarayanan, “Examining Some Prospect Scenarios for
the Electricity Grid Infrastructure Modernization in Saudi Arabia,” 1–6.
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47. See for instance GCC markets weakened by lack of transparency: study. http://www.thenational.

ae/business/markets/gcc-markets-weakened-by-lack-of-transparency-study Last accessed
August 17, 2017.

48. Barry,Material Politics.
49. El-Katiri, “Interlinking the Arab Gulf,” 26.
50. See note 17 above, 71.
51. Beckert, “Where do Prices Come from?,” 757–86.
52. Guyer, “Composites, Fictions and Risk,” 204.
53. For this point, see Besky, “The Future of Price.”
54. El-Katiri, “Interlinking the Arab Gulf,” 25.
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February 20, 2017.
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58. See for instance, Government of Abu Dhabi. 2008. “The Abu Dhabi Economic Vision 2030.” Also
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Last accessed October 30, 2016.
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gcc-energy-reforms-low-price-environment/ Last accessed November 11, 2016.

63. For now, subsidies for natural gas remain in place. For more information on the elimination of
energy subsidies, please see Griffiths and Boersma, “Reforming Energy Subsidies.”

64. A flat rate is applied for consumption of up to 200 kWh/day. The fact that cost-reflective
prices only begin at a very high consumption of over 200 kWh/day demonstrates that there
is space for promoting efficient electricity usage. For a comparison, consider how an average
American household consumes roughly 30 kWh/day: https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id
= 97&t= 3.

65. MEES, “Kuwait Delays Implementation on Planned 22% Subsidy Cut.”
66. Glen and Sabah, “Saudi King Fires Water Minister After Complaints Over Tariffs.”
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demanding higher water prices, see Günel, 2016.

68. Fattouh, Sen and Moerenhout, “Striking the Right Balance?,”2.
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70. Kinninmont, “Vision 2030 and Saudi Arabia’s Social Contract Austerity and Transformation,” 5.
71. Anand, Hydraulic City, 7–8.
72. See the Kingdomof Saudi ArabiaGeneral Authority for StatisticsMid-2016Chart onPopulationby
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/files/estm_pop_2016_4.pdf Last accessed February 17, 2017.
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